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7th November 2011 

Ivan Bird - Sky Movies  

90” TV and Cinema Spot voiced By Sir Michael Gambon 

Sky Movies today unveils its cross-platform Christmas campaign, leading with a 90" TV and 
cinema advert. 

Directed by acclaimed cinematographer Ivan Bird (Sexy Beast, Guinness Swimblack 
campaign), the advert will premiere today, with the campaign also running across outdoor, 
press and online. 

The TV and cinema campaign features the range of movies coming up over Christmas on Sky 
Movies and points to the availability of Sky Movies on demand and on the go, with the 
creative focusing on the emotional connection and shared enjoyment families take from 
movies.  Shot in Prague and voiced by Sir Michael Gambon, it combines a simple narrative 
with spectacular special effects to bring to life the role that Sky Movies plays in bringing 
people together during the festive period.  

The advert opens with a father, played by actor Jason Thorpe (Little Dorritt, Holy Flying 
Circus), finishing his working day and promising his daughter over the phone that he will 
be “home by bedtime”. His character then embarks on his magical journey home which leads 
him through a series of unforgettable movie moments, bringing him face to face with 
characters and creatures from a range of key titles available on Sky Movies this 
Christmas, including Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 1, Gulliver’s Travels, 
The King’s Speech and It’s A Wonderful Life. 

In order to ensure the seamless transition of the advert footage with that of the original 
films, great care was taken during production to closely match characters’ eye lines and 
reactions, locations, lighting. Wherever possible, the crew used the same cameras and film 
stock as those used in the original filmmaking process. 

Naomi Gibney, Director, Marketing and Communications, Sky Networks, comments: 

““Movies are often at the heart of a family’s Christmas and this campaign captures our 
passion for delivering our customers the best movies and complete flexibility over where 
and when they enjoy them.  Sky Movies is committed to providing the best in-home movie 
experience available, which means focusing on great movies and ground-breaking 
innovations like 3D, HD, video on demand and Sky Go.  This creatively ambitious campaign 
has involved close collaboration with our studio partners to create a fantastic piece of 
work that perfectly demonstrates the quality of the movies we offer”. 
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Director Ivan Bird adds:  

“For me, the key to this production was getting as close as we could to the original film 
stocks; understanding their cinematic language and using this to create a campaign which 
blends magical movie moments with the everyday moments we hold dear to our hearts.  The 
result is a mini-movie which captures the significance of the role film plays in our day to 
day lives, particularly at this time of year.” 

The Sky Movies Christmas campaign was produced by WCRS&Co, part of the Engine Group, 
with media planning handled by Mediacom. 

-Ends- 

For more information: 
 
Matt Beake 
Corporate Communications Manager, BSkyB 
0207 032 2895 
matt.beake@bskyb.com 
 
Notes to editors: 
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